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ABSTRACT

Recently, many satellite systems started to employ reflective-array compressor
(RAC) to demodulate their M-FSK communication signals. Because the RAC’s
time delay varies with the temperature, pilot-tones are usually introduced as the
operational reference. In this paper, the basic chirp Fourier transform (CFT) is
briefly reviewed. Then, investigation into possible pilot-tone interference caused
by various chirp signals with RAC’s dispersive delay properties is presented
and discussed.

CFT AND M-FSK DEMODULATION

In modern digital communications, it is desirable to demodulate simultaneously
many incoming M-FSK signals. Since it is often infeasible to implement a big
bank of analog filters or a very complicated digital processor in the receiver,
RAC becomes an attractive light-weight, low-power, and high-speed M-FSK
demodulator.

During each chip period, the M-FSK user transmits one of the assigned M
frequencies. In general, the value of M is selected as M = 2 , where k is ak

positive integer and is less than or equal to 3, and the received signals are
incoherently demodulated from chip to chip. When such a system involves N
users, the demodulator must determine which N frequencies out of a total of
M x IN possible frequencies are being transmitted. If frequency hopping is also
adopted, the occupied bandwidth will be much wider, though the hopping can be
removed by mixing the received signal with the output of a synchronized
hopped-frequency synthesizer at the receiving end. At the present time, FDM
M-FSK with slow and/or fast frequency hopping is considered the best choice
for jam-resistance applications.



In M-FSK communications, the purpose of RAC CFT is to convert the signal
variation from the frequency domain into the time domain [1-3]. To simplify the
exposition we shall assume that the three component RACs (RAC-1, RAC-2
and RAC-3) have similar properties (i.e., they are all down-chirp and with equal
slope). Fig. 1 and Fig.2a will describe the operational diagram and its related
frequency versus timing relationship.

Let us refer to an N-user M-FSK CFT configuration described in Fig.l. There are
N frequency tones inputting to the differential delay RAC-1 at point A, and the
duration time is one chirp period. These tones are delayed in such a manner
that the highest frequency is delayed the least and the lowest frequency is
delayed the most, as showed at point B. Now, a short pulse is applied to the
expander RAC-2 at point C, and produces a down-chirp at point D. As shown in
Fig.1, the lowest frequency of the input tones is designed to be higher than the
highest frequency in the down-chirp. Thus, mixing an input tone with the down-
chirp will produce an up-chirp, and mixing a set of input tones with the down-
chirp will produce a set of up-chirps, as showed at point E. This effect can be
further explained by the basic mixer function.

Consider that two input signals, a constant frequency tone f , and a down-chirptone

f , are sent to the mixer, and it produces two outputs, (f  + f ) and (f  - f ).dc            tone  dc   tone  dc

However, the frequency of the former output, the sum of two input frequencies,
is too high and will be filtered out. Therefore, the only mixer output is the
difference of the two signals, an up-chirp signal. If the input f , is a set oftone

frequency tones, the mixer output will be a series of up-chirps, one for each
input tone. This set of up-chirps is then input to the down-chirp compressor
RAC-3, and the compressed output becomes a series of short pulses, or a
series of signals. At this stage, the RAC has converted the variation of the
received M-FSK signals from the frequency-domain into the time-domain, and
the CFT operation is completed.

PILOT-TONES, JAM-PROOF PROTECTION, AND POSSIBLE ECM
PROBLEM

The basic RAC material, such as LiNbO , is highly temperature dependent,3

which causes RAC chirp, bandwidth, CFT output pulse and relative time of
compression and expansion to vary [4]. In this study, we are only concerned with
the dependence of propagation delay on temperature variation, as shown in
Fig.3. To solve the timing uncertainty problem, two pilot-tones are customarily



introduced. One pilot tone is higher than the highest incoming frequency tone
and the other is lower than the lowest frequency tone. After accurately acquiring
the pilot-tones, they are used as the timing reference for demodulating the
received signals.

At the present time, various advanced digital communication techniques,
including correction/detection coding, encryption, frequency hopping, spread
spectrum, etc., are used to protect the FDM M-FSK communication signals. The
jam protection of the two pilot-tones (PT1 and PT2) is achieved with the
following manner. First, RAC-1 is designed to operate as both the bandpass
filter and the dispersive delay line. That is to say, its bandwidth must be large
enough to accommodate the set of M-FSK signals, uncertainty timing and
frequency drift due to the physical operational environment but small enough to
provide the jammer rejection at the two pilot tone frequencies. In other words,
the frequency characteristics of RAC-1 will only band pass the incoming M-FSK
signals, but reject the signal in both pilot-tone frequencies. Therefore, the
jammer cannot directly interfere the two pilot-tones. Second, the two pilot-tones
are injected at Point B after RAC-1 performing its differential delay operation.
With this implementation, one would assume that the two pilot tones could
secure their jam-proof protection.

However, our study indicates that the possibility of pilot-tone interference still
exists. Consider two up-chirp signals showed in Fig.2b. These two signals are
received at point A and are compressed into two short pulses by RAC-1's
down-chirp characteristics. Both of these short pulses and the down-chirp from
RAC-2 are input to the mixer. Since the duration time of these short pulses is
significantly shorter than one chip-time, their corresponding f  in this shortdc

duration time is a very narrow frequency band, or may be simply considered as
a single frequency, f . Therefore, the mixer outputs at point E, (f  - f ) .0         pulse  dc

(f  - f ), are still two short pulses but containing lower frequencies. These newpulse  0

short pulses pass the down-chirp RAC-3 and become two down-chirp signals.
For this reason, although up chirp singals cannot directly jam the pilot-tones, the
CFT of the RAC changes these up-chirps into pilot-tone interference.

It is also interesting to learn that different interference effects can be obtained
by varying the slope of the up-chirp signal, as illustrated in Fig.2c. In addition,
similar effects are shown from either up-chirp or down-chirp signals. For easy to
reference, examples of down-chirp interference and their slope effects are
illustrated in Fig.2d.



SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, possibility of pilot-tone jamming caused by chirp signals and CFT
properties occurring in RAC demodulation is presented and illustrated. One way
to avoid this kind of interference is to increase the guard space between the
pilot-tones and the communication signals. Further investigation in this area is
strongly recommended.
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Figure 1  RAC M-FSK demodulation diagram



Figure 2   RAC CFT for various input signals



Figure 3   RACs timing uncertainty due to temperature


